Eric: So, The Encrypted Economy has had two podcast episodes focused on blockchain
interoperability solutions. With this one, rather than focus on a primary architecture, I
thought we would take a step back and talk about different considerations that a
distributed network needs to contemplate as it relates to interoperability.
And I was lucky. Raphael Belchior, a Ph.D. student who currently works for Blockdaemon,
recently published a paper on this very topic is complete with diagrams and the decision
tree. We all like pictures, don't we? I took some time at the beginning to set the stage and
also to explore what a new entrant in this space like layer zero as well, compare and
contrast to IBC does before getting into specific considerations.
So I look forward to bringing this episode to you. Separately, podcasting takes on a lot of
time and has an opportunity cost. With that said, I love engaging with the guests and
sharing with the. But for the next few weeks, I'm going to be doing my episodes every
other week. Hey, this is my 79th week of straight weekly podcasts.
I'm still committed to delivering both challenging and engaging content to the encrypted
economy. And please stay tuned with that. I bring you the episode with Raphael Belchior.
Welcome to The Encrypted Economy, a weekly podcast featuring discussions exploring the
business laws, regulation, security, and technologies relating to digital assets and data.
I am Eric Hess, founder of Hess Legal Counsel. I've spent decades representing regulated
exchanges, broker-dealers, investment advisors, and all matter of FinTech companies for all
things, touching electronic trading with a focus on new and developing technologies.
All right. So today we are joined by Raphael Belchior.
He's he wrote an article that I picked up. He's also worked with Thomas Hardjono, but his
article is, do you need a distributed ledger technology interoperability solution. Now,
Rafael, first of all, welcome. He's probably gone too deep into it. Thanks for joining.
Raphael: Thanks a lot, Eric. Nice to be here
Eric: Now he's in Lisbon, which is becoming like a European Capitol of sorts for crypto. I
started, I know the Solana conference was there, but I have even clients that are based in
Portugal. Certainly, a lot going on there and a great place to keep an eye on and also visit,
you can't go wrong visiting Portugal that's for sure.
But yeah, so you wrote this paper. Do you need a distributed ledger interoperability
solution? Now I want to hear about your background, but I'm just lining up as to, how we
got to where we are today. We've talked a lot about interoperability on the podcast, trying
to flush out, how it works.

We had Wanchain we had Jack Lew and Weijia from Wanchain on, we had Thomas
Hardjono on , as well. And now we're where through you, we're going to take a step back
and try to figure out, sorta do a, what an ontology, I don't know, but we're going to break
it into buckets and try to get a better understanding of the different types of solutions and
where somebody actually needs it.
But we got to have ourselves, which is what I usually do. So first let's go with your, let's
learn a little bit about your background and what motivated you to write this this paper.
Raphael: Thanks a lot. I think we have a lot of ground to cover, so let's keep it deficient.
There is a lot of talk about so yeah, I'm I come from a distributed systems security
background, and now I'm doing my PhD specifically focusing on blockchain
interoperability.
So that's how we started. And currently I'm employed at Blockdaemon, which is an
infrastructure provider. So we basically offer to different nodes across lots of different
protocols. So naturally there's a tendency to enter the cross chain space. We started our
research by writing a paper called A Survey on Blockchain Interoperability Past Current and
Future Trends, which is a systematic literature review.
So a systematic literature review aims to collect all the present. This is the most response as
more as possible, right? Knowledge on a certain research area and try to dissect it into
structured knowledge. So we basically conducted these review by going to Google scholar,
writing our search keys, which were basically blockchain interoperability cross chain
intellectual approaches.
And we got back around 400 documents. Those documents were white papers, academic
papers, blog posts, presentations, well from different sources and from different people
who wrote them, had different backgrounds. We write their ad, strikes the titles, and we try
to understand which ones would be useful to answer three main research questions.
So those questions were what's the current status of blockchain interoperability. So what's
the current available solutions in pocket and also the academia out of the technical
requirements to enable blockchain interoperability currently set aside. So can we actually
deal with those types of solutions reliably and finally out of that, any use cases that
benefits from.
A multi-layered approach. Those are the three research questions we tried to tackle in this
first paper. So from those 400 documents, we figured out that about 102 are useful. So we
read them, and we studied them and dissect them as you can figure that took a long time.
So by the time that article is written, it's already outdated.
But I think it's a well, a difficult saying to take lean our field because watching is going very
fast, but we did the paper and we realized that yes, there that are, that it is possible to be

blockchains, to put the solutions that are the different types. So that's an ontology that can
place them in different buckets.
And finally, there are some interesting use cases that are born out of these complex. Yeah
so that paper is very useful because it also provided us a lot of research directions, which
we found three to be the most important ones. And those research directions also gave
birth to these paper that we're going to discuss
Eric: today.
Do you think the European interoperability framework would be useful to talk about as a
mental model? Or do you think maybe we just dive right into the classifications? You told
me.
Raphael: I think it's about that if we briefly discuss these frameworks. Because it gives us
an idea on what different aspects of interpretability we can talk about.
So this is one of the multiple sites frameworks. I found it device interoperability in four
layers, syntactic or technical semantic, organizationally. So while our expertise tends to fall
into the first two, the late that are the ones that can possibly provide the highest degree of
maturation to the technology.
So this is technically tries to define data formats, which are interoperability protocols could
use. So it's about the beats that are transferred from one place to the other, the semantic
layer attributes, meaning to those fees. So actually a crushing message is nothing but the
payload, the semantic layer takes that build interest forms to information that's useful, and
that can be used in the blockchain.
Then you have the organizational layer, which DP, coli is discussed modeling the business
process management research area, and also beat the software engineering, but it defines
what are the processes behind. Or the agreements, the deals that can be made between
organizations that once we drop operate.
And finally you have the legal layer. How can you have a system that interoperates across
legislations and different regulations, which is also a beat of the work that we've been
doing at the old app group at the internet
Eric: engineering task force. Excellent. And R so let's talk a little bit about trustless illness.
When does it make sense for an interoperability solution? Not to be trustless, but to be
trust-based
Raphael: right. So there is a famous that dilemma, or should we call it on blockchain? That
is always a trade-off between decentralization, security and scalability. And I think these
can be applied to interoperability as well. That I know completely trustless interoperability

solutions because well, more or less, we can talk a bit about platelets because for
blockchains that do not inter-operate natively with each other, such as spoke about
because it's actually Charlotte watching where each sub blockchain or powder chain can
natively inter-operate with each other, meaning that there is a standard communication
protocol that each one can use.
And actually the real chain is nothing else, but a blockchain that mediates crushing
communication. So actually the best assumption is that the relay chain will not be, needs
to be hype. Very decentralized and the acronyms have incentives. So that's the
characteristic that raises decentralization and security of the interoperability solution, but
at the expense of scalability, at least so far.
And then on the other hand, you have more centralized solutions. So what you can have
between two blockchains to make either operation ends up being consortium or different
consortium, even where the, one of the spectrum at the end of the spectrum needs a
whole watching to do that mediation or the single party, on a smaller, subset than a wall
and a single party can also be adequate for certain use cases, which is for example,
enterprise grade, blockchain, interoperability, where do you want. The that do the
interpretation, we call them gateways. They are identified, they have legal, tender, legal
status, for example, which are operated by a visualize it service provider.
And whereas we,
we can place our trust on that entity because it's acting in a permissioned environment
when there's, that's the case, when our security model is that we can apply a more
centralized solution and have more efficiency versus the amount of decentralization, other
options. It depends on the
Eric: use case.
We'll be getting into that. And then I guess Let's start to talk about the different
classifications of interoperability solutions instruct to break that down a bit. You wrote the
papers, so why don't you walk us through it?
Raphael: So some of the background that we might want to cover a bit before we dive
deeper, started simple.
It's the notion of the DLT protocol, some network and also network. So the DLT protocol is
the algorithms the procedure, the set of procedures that blockchain nodes need to
implement to, to create the DLT network. So the DLT network is a set of nodes that
implemented the DLT protocol and are connected to other nodes that run that protocol.
So for example, the Ethereum Mainnet, a private Ethereum network, a network on
Hyperledger fabric and so on. And then we have some networks which are, but efficiency

of that original network that can have different functionality on enhanced functional. So for
example, in Hyperledger fabric, that would be the channels in polka dot.
You would have the better chains in a feeding. We consider the Ethereum mainnet, the
best nets to be there on sub networks. So then I put some network on that case and
following these type of division, we sought that are really only two types of interoperability
solutions. The ones we call them articles and cross indication.
These approaches try to make it very easy. So telling people, how does the interpretation
happen and not how what is involved in the operation? So if you want to answer for what
we can look at our survey or for survey, if you want to look at how we can look at the
survey. So for example, the very well-known breaches oracles roll-ups et cetera.
We consider them to be design patterns that one can implement on top of these solution
types. Okay. So the first solution type is the oracles. The idea is that you have a set of
parties. Capturing information from a subs chain and transmitting it to a target chain or
the DLT and they can run arbitrary protocols in between.
So you can have a funny little oracle like Chain Link. You can have a bridge because the
bridging mechanism of yours, basically by having a pair of smart contracts and a set of
parties that proofs to, to the other smart contract. So you end up having a combination of
real layers and the smart contracts which we call the breach.
Typically they come with its own security, assumptions, and security model, but underlying
that technical basis, it's very simple. It's that our party is in between making a transfer of
information that is interrupt, interpreted in different ways. Okay. And then you have the
cross authentication. Were these doesn't happen.
Cross authentication comes with the hash time while contracts. So essentially when you
want to do a crushing as a dress that you are really not doing to be if you want to be
vigorous, you're not doing any costume transfer because what you're doing is a bed off
the desk, but as on each chain, all right.
But the abstraction of that could be a question. And that's typically a very native, because
you don't need any functionality than what the current blockchains currently offer. You just
need to make sure that the signature is compatible on both chains. So you can create this
communication channel. You, it can even be off chain while what I promise to give you
some token on blockchain, for some token on watching, be a bed of smart contracts with.
Came to the trick. I can talk a bit more.
Eric: Sure. Maybe you could take a couple of solutions, like layer zero and take a step back.
And as we think through these things, like how do these type of interoperability solutions
fit in? All

Raphael: right. Yeah. I think that's a great approach. Layer zero appears to be an
interoperability solution that conceptually it's not very far from IDC.
So IVC works by heading
yes, it's used by the cosmos ecosystem. So it cosmos power, IBC hubs compatible with
other tests, finality of watches. But the ABC can be used in more in multiple options. Pretty
much all the marches that's important having a lifetime. But yeah, iBC what all of these
types of solutions at the end of the day are very similar.
What differs is the security assumptions, the smart contracts here that is a gigantic ability.
And when it security risks, we have seen so much, but basically IDC has a set of flight
clients on the watch and sweeter operate, which are on chain. So smart contracts that can
verify state happening in at the blockchain and the set of your layers that pass those
proves to be verified on chain.
You can verify states that happened on other blockchains medical proofs, for example. So
the idea is that you have block Heathers. Okay. And you provide a medical proof against
the block header, which is basically a. Part of the medical proof along with some data, the
transaction. So you can prove the prove that transaction is included on the block.
And these typically secure in specific with fem two, you'll be able to build a lot more
trustless light clients, because that is the same committee that signs the beacon chain
state. And when you are receiving the medical tree, referring to that beacon state, that you
have the validators from the same committee, silent, that information.
So you can actually see that if that tree is signed by the validators by that committee, then
it must be a.
Eric: Okay. I think then as we go through this cause I think IVC and layer zero are capturing
a lot of attention now in the interoperability space and it's as we go through your buckets
and the Oracle based solution, the ants asset transfer, commit solutions, let's talk about
IVC and layer zero, toward the tail end of each one of those, just so we get a sense of how
they fit in.
Certainly the Cosmos eco ecosystem has gotten a lot of attention as of late because of its
interoperability in ways that I think a lot of the other chains do not. And the ways that it
facilitates developers programming to it. Maybe we get a little ahead of ourselves as again,
that's my trademark.
Let's so why don't we, why don't we start with the framework the Oracle based solution
and the asset transfer commit a framework that you talked about in your paper, and then
start to figure out how to use these work across the various ecosystems,

Raphael: right? Yeah. So articles we identified two types of articles.
First we have the Bush based articles and then we have the tool-based articles. There's a
figure on the paper, which you see your tent that explains these processing a very visual
way. So it might be good to take a look, but essentially the pullbacks articles are the ones
that out of possible to implement or validate, execute poaching.
If you want to make, for example, an HTTP call on chain within the CDM network, you'll
need to use the nautical network such as chain link. You basically issued that requests
making a transaction against the city network, and then the Shane link article network will
pass for those requests for those transactions.
When it sees that there is a request for a separate piece of information, for example, on the
bid requests, it fetches the information, right? And you return it to the network via another
transaction, right? So these type of articles require two transactions because you need to
make the request for the data and then use that data.
Okay. This is one of the ways you can use channeling. On the other hand, you could use.
Push-based articles. So Chainlink also provides smart contracts that are being consistently
updated for different types of information. And you can ask that information on chain with
one transaction. Okay. So chain link has a good range.
What do you can a good range of ways for you to ask information? Okay. But you have
another type of pool base article, which calls the execute order validate model, which is
used in Hyperledger fabric, but I've permission, blockchain. When you can make on chain
HTTP requests. That actually on the smart contract itself.
So Hyperledger fabric uses the smart contract contracts called chain called Hyperledger.
can have you, you can use arbitrary libraries and colder, including libraries that follow you
to make some instance requests, any tweaks, you to the nature of how transactions are
processed within the ecosystem.
Okay. Hyperledger fabric, you, when you want to make a transaction, when you want to
issue a transaction, you signed the transaction, you send it to some of these called
endorsing peers. Those endorsing peers execute the transaction into an isolated
environment. So for example, making it H. And then you go like those results they, each of
the proposals to each of the endorsers have what is called the read-write set, where it has
the result of the computation.
They did basically. And you give them to the orders and the order service validates that
information. So if the timestamps are okay, if the responses are the same and so on, and
then it sends them to the committing peers the key insight is that if the read-write set is
the same. So if the results from the HTP requests are the same, then the transaction can
go.

So otherwise, if there are different, so you can call actually you can have a decentralized
way of obtaining information from the exterior within these private blockchains, as long as
the results we need to set, the timeframe are
Eric: the same. No. So today, what would be a key example of an Oracle based solution?
Obviously leveraging chain-link would be part of it, but what are some of the solutions that
actually actively deploy like an Oracle based mechanism for interoperability.
Raphael: So for example, any bridge we get we'll get breaches as being designed patterns
built on top of Oracles. Every breach has a set of operators that are verifying statement
one chain and recreating site on the note.
So typically locking tokens and unlocking tokens on. And you can build a lot of different
infrastructure and business logic on top of these articles so that all the breaches would be
an example of solutions based on articles, the article networks relay us and so on. So most
of the interoperability solutions are based on.
Eric: And where does layer zero fall. And obviously, are they Oracle this?
Raphael: Yeah, so I would say they're very similar. There would be article based I haven't
seen the details on layer zero, the commutation and white papers on how they do, for
example, allow a user to only pay fees once for the crushing transferred, because there is
no escape.
You need two transactions; you need a lot of transaction then. Unless it's within an
ecosystem where you have interoperability natively, like the intersection between but
between heterogeneous fortunes as we call them. And polka-dots fabric and cosmos, et
cetera. I, I don't see that there's an escape unless the cost is opposite.
I'm sorry by the deal. Conceptually, I think I'd be seen later zero in on Saturday, decent
lawyers. You don't have some more logic monitor up sections built on top of that article.
So for example, the unified liquid IDC focuses on the Courtney's instruction. It's modern
the scene that the.
Eric: So let layers, zero has, from my understanding of suspicious self as being effectively,
Hey, we'll handle the interoperability, the messaging component of interoperability.
We'll take that component. Then you just worry about building your systems and
connecting, but we'll do that. That messaging layer is that really good marketing or is there
something that's very different from how other interoperability solutions pitch their
product,
Raphael: right?

Yeah. If we look at that perspective, they provide that they call it technical interoperability,
but it's more than that, right? Because if they want to absorb the complexity for the end
user, which is what they're trying to do in synthetic would think to do because if you want
to manage all the complexity as an end user, it's very difficult, right?
If I have some tokens on fem and have no visa, It's the complication to obtain. So if they
provide those abstractions though, would be actually by PC putting on the semantic layer
and they want to provide a similar messaging structure that IBC also provides. But they
have these way of hiding complexity from the end user that IDC does not have.
So with IDC, you need to create your own bridges. You need to create your own articles.
You need to create your own business logic. What is layer? Zero seems to be aiming at
providing that out of the box, which is probably a very good thing. So open source
projects like hypoglycemic actors, which I am a collaborator also provide this type of
infrastructure.
So you have a cactus node which is Basically a modular customer where you can plug in
different functionalities or imagine they sit in connector and then the polka dots
connector, and then a breach plugin. So you can have infrastructure for creating a bridge
between the city, and a layer zero already provides some of those pieces.
Eric: So while we're on the topic and on layer zero, how does that impact the trifecta?
What are you what assumptions w what's being sacrificed in the process? Is it cause there's
always a trade-off I should say, as opposed to the sacrifice a trade-off it sounds to me like
possibly layers?
Moves away from a decentralized because now there's a higher degree of trust on layer
zero. To the extent you have abstracted away done, that's obvious you can't have your
cake and eat it too. There, theoretically could be some security concerns with that.
Although, it's really dependent of how they handle it.
Somebody has to handle security. And so the question is where and how, but w what you
see as some of the, are those, the tradeoffs that you encounter with the solution, like layer
zero. And if they pull it off and they handle centralization you know what I, again, maybe
I'm up, but they handle centralization.
They handle the security issues. And people maybe don't care, and it becomes like, another
inferior or another centralization point that has a lot of has some risks, but, to the extent
they manage it well it's, they'll get their ready consumers.
Raphael: That's a very good
question.

I think that always the. And assuming that clears either wants to fix the decentralization
valuable. So keeping it as a core value of their product, then the tradeoff between security
and throughput or scalability. So,
I think typically when these projects take off, they always end up sacrificing
decentralization at first. So they have centralized operators because it's a very easier
solution to build. And later on, they replace those centralized operators by watching or not
the network operators. And if a Layer Zero, these as well, then.
I think things will converge to a more centralized approach because the end users will have
then the use of deal at the and they use off use and the simplicity as a good trade-off for
decentralization, that's, what's happening basically in where do you have big node
providers providing your infrastructure?
You could say you could argue it's our centralization, but at the same time, those, if those
companies I obligate all obliged to provide faithful services. Then you just have the
infrastructure and it's not the centralized, you just have the infrastructure you can use.
Eric: Your paper makes a distinction between a permanent asset exchange and a
temporary asset exchange.
It sounds like the temporary asset exchange probably typifies like an asset transfer,
commit, execute protocol, but and maybe a permanent asset exchanges, maybe more
aligned with Oracle-based, but maybe you could explain that a little bit more.
Raphael: What a mental model we define that the object of interpretation can be data or
assets.
So we have data transfers, asset transfers, and then asset exchanges as the changes of you.
A set of transactions happening in a set of watches that realizing essence without those
transactions happening in between. So there are native transactions. So exit the exchanges,
it just terminology for the cross authentication type of solution to realize I put them in the
permanent test exchange is what typically happens when you deploy a hedge time or
contract transactions happen.
Assuming it goes within the defined time limits and each party receives the test. Whereas
temporary asset exchange corresponds or implement a type of cross chain lifelong. Okay,
where do you have to return the assets you borrowed? Not in the central section, but in
the set of transactions that correspond to the asset
Eric: exchange.

And would that also be for like, when you have like hash locking on, on, on both sides of
the transaction for, crushing coins crossing, choking, because presumably at some point
you're going to unlock, there's going to be an exchange back, although,
Raphael: So that the headshot, so the hashtags can implement the type of escrow where
you can also lock your coins as collateral for some operation.
So in a setting, you can have one print section locking your collateral and another
transaction, performing some computation. And after some time rounds, each. Condition.
If the unlocking condition is satisfied that hash SWAT can be open. So precisely.
Eric: I also wanted to touch on the connection modes for interoperability things like the
nodes proxy gateway.
If you can break those down and explain how they fit into the different models,
Raphael: right? Yeah. So the connection modes are essentially how can watch an
interoperability solutions and not only connect to the DLT networks. So the simplest is the
Altino, it's the software that implements the note. You can go beat up, you call the project,
you build the project, and you can run your note.
et cetera. And you can contribute not only contribute to the network, but realize
operations on the network. So you can read the state. Go like transactions and send
transactions to the network. So mine and so on. So when you were, excuse me, when
you're operating your boat, you need to portability solution.
You necessarily need to reach state and to write, to say, so the most direct way to do that
is you run your own notes and then you run your, you need to put a duty solution, you call
a couple of them, right? So if you want to reconnect with you, access through the notes,
however that I don't want, there are lots of downsides to it.
So it's expensive. It requires constant maintainers. You need to keep your notes updated in
some situations where you are, for example, validating also, we don't know if you have
some downtime, you might be slashed. And so we have the DLT proxies that end to solve
this. So proxies such as a Blockdaemon can host your nodes so that you only need to focus
on rounding for portability solutions.
So with this, you can have a higher throughputs, you can have some load balancing, you
can even differ you're validating you're staking to other notes, although this would be
morally DLT gateway scene. And so you have a modern, reliable nodes that you can use to
conduct your interoperability costs.
Sometime ago I was talking about decentralization. So if everyone uses the single provider
this tends to be tense, the ecosystem to convert into a more centralized. Ecosystem, that's

one of the perspectives and that's why we have several competing providers that will, that
have different incentives and contrary opinions sometimes.
But at the same time, if you do not have any technical expertise, if it's hard to configure a
nose probably the best solution is for you to have your note hosted by a third party so that
you can contribute to the network. And that raises the de-centralization of the Netflix. It's a
bit paradoxical.
But I think that posting infrastructure. Really at the core of any technology. So the money
for structure, you have to support the technology, the model maturity. And finally, we have
the DLT gateways. So the gateways are collections of services that are built on top off
notes or on top of proxies. So for example, a block Explorer, a Hyperledger cactus, running
political Hyperallergic access notes, such as all that.
I know sorry, a collection of services that for example, implements crushing API, like over
the ledger. Angela.
Eric: So the gateway is. Is that the simplest
Raphael: it's the more, it's the most complicated because it has the more abstractions built
on top of it. We, but we can look at it as an isolate that as a logical unit that has no
functionality and some services on top of it.
So we could have, for example when interoperability will be more standardized, we will
have possibly cryptocurrencies banks having to exchange assets with each other in a more
structured way. So they could have, for example, a gateway running on securely secure
provable. Hardware that has only installed the alpha note or a connection to a proxy and
the, for example, the old protocol or other protocol that implements asset transfers.
So you could sell it in a or cheaper in a box. It has a validator you've has some soffit on top
and only aims to
Eric: do that. So it is the gateway potentially a better solution. If you're looking to establish
a private DLT net. Whereas that not really, is it not really a question of whether you're
looking for your transactions to be all within a closed private blockchain network or not?
Is that not really a function of that?
Raphael: If you were operating in the privates network, you don't have many options. You
either don't run the nodes or you can actually run at the DLT proxy. If the node providers
have access to the private blockchain, which doesn't happen all the time, because it might
be the node providers typically do not support private blockchains or gateways, which are
notes with some services running on top.

So it comes to the trade-offs nodes are probably more difficult to deploy and to maintain,
but to have direct control over. Proxies and gateways or gateways. We proxy not so much,
but you're losing a bit of control. So if you trust the note provided, it's fine. Otherwise it's
better if you just run your own notes.
Eric: Let's talk a little bit about hash time locks and the different types of hash lines hash
time locks and how they work in an interoperability solution.
Raphael: So hash Timelock contracts, we're actually one of the first mechanisms to provide
interoperability sinks back shortly after Bitcoin was created any tests to core constructs, the
hash slots and the time works. So a hash lock is basically a mechanism for you to watch.
What do you basically create a hash out of this office secrets and you publish that hash, or
do you use that patch in the smart conference?
So if that is a transaction that carries the payloads, and the payload is
the secret of the hash, such that the hashing returns, the published hash, then we can
create a transaction or better send some tokens to a certain recipient. Okay. So with these,
you can create a smart contracts with the law. Okay. That can be used as the first step to
make these assets. And then the secret is that audio, that a blockchain, you also create a
smart contract, which opens with the exact same block.
So if you provide the secrets such that. Is equal to the publish stash then. So what happens
is that the first party has the secrets, and the second party doesn't have the secret. When
the first party tries to unlock their assets with the secret, the second part, you will have that
secrets. So the second part, we can also use that secret tweet on the first smartphone.
So it's I have the key, I can unlock the lock and then you will have the key and you can
unlock the first and these has to be involved in the impact, otherwise some effects that is
the possibility that, for example, each the second party, doesn't. On time, they'll lose the
funds. So only one per section would have happened and we need the, we need time
because otherwise you could have all assets sloppy.
Definitely. So the rationale is if the counterparty does not provide a secret within these
timeframe, probably they're not interested. And I have my liquidity here stock, so we'll just
guess lives. So this mechanism is quite effective and well-studied to make these type of
transfers. But again, it has some drawbacks.
All parties need to be online, checking for the transactions. There's sometimes a not so
trivial tradeoff between the amount of time and how fast you went through a liquidity,
because if you set your time logs for too long, you'll have. Young liquidity possibly walks
for a long time. Otherwise it's easier for you to lose your assets.

So some other alternatives have been studied in these contexts and typically being whole
articles, mediating that, that complexity. So you put, for example, lock your collateral into a
specific account. And on the other, watching you are minted some tokens according to
that to that block and the law, the account that receives your funds as an S that fact as an
escrow has some collateral water, such that the facility of funds, then you have the.
Eric: Excellent. I thought table two. In your paper we, you went through different
considerations and which general category of Oracle or cross authentication to leverage
you want to talk through that a little
Raphael: bit. The paper presents a lot of background everything that you like the
interoperability solutions, so that at the end you can choose the property through
portability solution giving use case.
Okay. So this table tries to. So make that summary basically says that articles Curry use the
gateways more than cross authentication mechanisms. Articles can be used to build more
general purpose use cases because they have more powerful infrastructure. They're not so
easily implementable and also the centralizable.
There's a lot of work behind decentralizing, another call network and making a decision
and secure. That's why we have several multi-million dollar projects only to implement
auto comic books. But articles end up allowing you to build a lot of those different use
cases and design patterns on top of preaches roll-ups real layers.
And that they're really the source for interesting. For example two of them we are
exploring are watching migration. So imagine that you have your decentralized, that
running on a Southern blockchain, how do you, as automatically as possible migrate the
state of that watching offset application, running other torch into another, right?
You need some interoperability mechanisms here. You probably need every done send
pools that the computation that is being transferred really up here on the source watching
and so on. So these are use cases that can be built that can also authentication mostly
aims to exchange assets between parties more or less.
And so we ended up having a bucket that's bigger than the. Okay. On our best survey, we
take that big bucket and petition it according to the design patent. So it's perhaps easier
to have a complete idea of each design better.
Eric: Okay. down at the end of the paper, there was basically a couple of charts that I think
is very helpful.
They're known as figure 15 they're figure 15, the paper and figure 16 in the paper that
really gets into it's a decision tree. So I encourage anybody who's listening. We're putting a

link to the article in the show notes. So I encourage you to go to the paper itself
particularly for this part.
But Raphael, if you could just walk us through that decision tree in those figures,
Raphael: So this is, I would say the main contribute off the paper after suffering for 20 or
more 20 or 25 pages. You finally have the problem and that's okay. We're trying to help
you to find out the solution.
The reason that it takes some time, some effort to get here. It's because, in order for us to
choose the correct solution, we need to be able to more or less at least a beat,
systematically comparing. And it's not possible without the background. And the cost that
we use to compare the solutions are the T levels and the C-levels and also some
performance metrics which have used on the diagrams.
So the levels tell you how Can the system inter operate with us as it is. That's the fuel level.
And we have 40 levels before one, the interoperation system can inter-operate across
functionalities of the same network, field level to can inter-operate across the networks, be
level three across networks and to level four across the DLT networks of different DLT
protocols.
So you have a, it tells you basically how powerful the social needs, right? It's something like
interoperating across, let's say is not the same. As interoperating between , that's a
complexity increase from each field level. And that's because, when you need to operate in
across the crunchiness blockchains, you also have the consensus, the different security
models and so on.
It's a complicated process. And then you have the levels basically tells you how compatible
the solutions in terms of the semantic layer are organizationally and illegal. And so it tells
you if the ELT solution can provide support, not only for the semantic layer, but also for the
organizational and legal life.
So in the future, you could have solutions that assure show you that you're not doing
anything illegal, or that goes against the current regulations. Okay. So getting that out of
the way we can focus on. Which basically helps you choosing a proxy, a gateway or a note.
And also if you should host it yourself or hosted have your solution hosted by a certain
party, right?
So we start on the one eight label. And when you make a series of very simple questions
that get your general directions, if you're not connecting to at least the LT, you don't need
the DLT.
Eric: Hopefully you're not even looking at the diagram at that point, but it's the base level
question, right?

Raphael: It's a base level question, but should be asked, right?
This is similar to that famous paper. Do you need a blockchain? They also have a decision
diagram, and they also stopped the very simple. That's how you should do it right then.
Are you connecting to just one, the DLT network? If you're connecting to just one VLT
network, you probably just need one DLT notes.
Perhaps you might need a DLT proxy. If you need more like high availability and Heights
guarantees that people won't go down, then if you're connecting to multiple the LTS, if
you need some crossing logic model, CapEx of sections, you might need the LTP. And then
the decision three.
So this is actually in the 72 decision threes. The second one is quite simple. If basically, if
you want to have the hustle to administer and monitor your own notes, you might selfhost. So run your notes. Otherwise you can defer that shock to us.
and others that tells you how you should host your interoperability solution. Okay. And
having that in mind, we can try to book onto the functionality that your interoperability
solution should provide. So that's figure 16, right? So these see here twice, we evaluate
what type of
thing, what type of asset I'd be trying to incorporate if it's pure assets, right? If that's you, if
you need to transfer data, if you need to dress for assets, if you need to exchange essence.
And at the end, we tried to divide. The results, the path, right by P levels and by CLF. Okay.
So what we found is that, that the level that's most impactful, let's say it's still level four,
because the real difference between most of the solutions is that if they can inter-operate
across heterogeneous efforts, that’s level four.
So everything else goes one site level. And then also we have the CLL, right? If C-level one
is enough, so the cement is these enough for most solutions, it would be odd if you need
regulation and loss, if you need to take to work out. Okay. And these now that we have
most of the information, you go to table four, which is on the next page, and we need to
cross check out, would it be libels or sea levels?
Interoperation mode and it will yield the final output of the decision of
Eric: these decisions. I can be a little easier to follow if you're on the paper. So basically it's
a way of walking through the different hosting questions, the complexity, the types of data
that you are looking to transfer cross chain interoperability.
And again these decision trees are extremely helpful. But they, and they largely flow from,
the paper and some of the core considerations that we referenced on this podcast. We
covered a lot. What do you think maybe we should be touching on a little bit more?

Raphael: That's a good question. Yeah. Th that is a lot of work behind these type of
papers, not only these, obviously, because that is all the complexity out there this is a
primer for people who have, more or less last, the idea of what they need, right? But then
the specific implementations, it's another, I would say another paper and let us three hour
conversation where we can choose the right design patterns, but there are several
challenges that are not addressed yet by the industry.
And also the academia, which I would say are supporting tools for . So decentralized
identity modeling analysis, visualization of crushing state, only the formalization of what
constitutes crushing states. So a set of organizations. Happening in several blockchains
that an abstraction that's also explored.
So imagine this is something that we're currently working on a cross transaction can be
admitted being a set of transactions on different blockchains. And if you correlate them
with an ID, okay, you can have a lock okay. Of operations or transactions that respond to a
certain use case, a business use case.
And it turns out that you can create a model affordable model that law. So you can
represent them with APCs or even BPMN. And if you have the formal model of what is
supposed to happen, you can track in real time what's happening. So you mentioned you
have a breach. You have a model of what's supposed to happen.
And if there's an attack or that's some outlier behavior, you can know it in real time and act
accordingly. So those types of projects and tools that I think are very important for
technology to some more research on formalizing watching interoperability and finally
applications that can satisfy not only enterprises, so more centralized applications, but also
and then the end user at once maximum decentralization, in a secure way. And I think
that's still very hard to do because bogs in smart contracts can call. The meat, the token to
be stolen. And that's an issue that so far hasn't been
Eric: addressed. And in which one of these, let's say that the security trumps all else what is
the no brainer solution that you have to explore?
I know there's a dependency. It's a question of what, but let's say, you're doing an asset
transfer and let's say that security is your primary consideration, is that short of going all
private with permission parties on the network, what solution is do you think is going to
attract the most interest?
Raphael: If security is paramount we can have a very simple way of solving the problem.
We take security and of the OT and we have a central. Fought between the interpretation
for us. So for example, centralized exchange although they are also right. So at the end of
the day, if you have a very or pack system, it's in principle harder to break into more
secure, or that doesn't have so many eyes on to, the honeypot that it might have it, that

party can issue the transactions for you and you don't token for four CS and so on, and
you have a way to do that very efficiently.
So I think here that the more centralized things are probably. Probably the more secure,
probably it's not a given, but watching that's often not admissible, so there needs to be a
middle thumb. And I will say the people that I've used, having, being sure that if the
solution is more centralized, for example, you have gateways operated by visualized
subbies providers.
You have a way to ensure accountability. So if they use behave or if they're hacked, you
have to be sure that they can be held accountable for the damage they create. And that
would be more reasonable to be a user and relatively decentralized. If we can make the
operations more transparent than they are today.
And I think that's something likely going into the direction of that'd be centralization that
we were trying to achieve with blockchain. So accountability, transparency And the
shooting some security to sustain users.
Eric: And probably a lot of third-party
Raphael: audits.
If all their procedures, if the gateways operations are all public, so imagine they have a log
of corporations and that's published on a public forum, public blockchain, for example,
then everyone with all the entity.
And actually we wrote to the, about that song on our paper harness. So in principle, they
are audit-able. Now, if they're accountable for the losses of. Yeah. In an illegal thing that's
different.
Eric: Yeah. It's harder if there's let's say a $330 million hack or something. So
yeah. We tried to jump trading or a 16 Z. There's a limit. Great. So anything before we, we
break anything else that you want to talk about your next project or something that you're,
turning to in the near future you're excited about.
Raphael: Yeah. Thanks for asking. I've covered most of it.
We're quite interested at the moment in exploring cross chain state, and how can you
build state out of a set of transactions, a model so that you can know which each part of
the process you are at each moment? I think that's very useful visualizing that. It could be
used as a tool for anyone that has a decentralized application.
And once you have deep, more IDR control of what's happening at the moment also,
enhancing the infrastructure for interoperability solutions and he might be cheap as well

and going into that direction helping the standardization, helping the supporting tools and
hopefully helping to leave any more robust solutions.
Eric: Excellent. So where can people find you if they want to know more about you and the
work that you're doing?
Raphael: I don't have Twitter competitively to the trend people usually have Twitter. I have
a personal webpage. My, my email is there. I also have a presence on LinkedIn, so feel free
to approach me on those channels and yeah.
Happy to discuss and to work on interoperability.
Eric: Excellent. Thanks so much for coming on the podcast.
Raphael: Thanks for the invitation, Eric. .

